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Punched card machine systems have developed from simple statistical
systems to one of modern business' most potent management tools, have had
a profound effect upon the data processing habits and techniques of
American business, and have given rise to one of our major industries.
Therefore a complete study of punched card systems over the entire history
of their development in business would not only be an interesting bit of
American business history but also would be a valuable aid in the future
development of data processings systems in general.
This thesis, the beginning of such a study, offers a pattern of
punched card development, derived from a history of the developments
of punched cards from 1880 to 1920 and a chronicle of the equipment
developments and business application from 1930 to 1940. A partially
annotated supplementary bibliography of punched card business applica-
tion during 1920-1930 and 1940-1950 and a chronology of machine devel-
opments in those years are offered as aids in the further study of
punched card development.
With the population growth of the country and the growth of American
business from small individual enterprises into large and complex organiza-
tions, the need for the development of methods to handle the information
generated became an increasingly important problem. The continued improve-
ments of the punched card inventions of Hollerith and Powers have answered
this need to satisfy the demands of business to a great extent.
As the capabilities of the systems increased and the advantage of
speed, accuracy and control became evident, more accounting was done using
punched cards. This resulted in the acceptance of business records in
other than classic forms, helped initiate the concept of central data
processing as a part of management information systems and facilitated
management use of detailed statistical analysis in their daily operation.
Although the punched card systems were highly capable, early awareness
of their limitations led to continual attempts to develop completely
automatic data processing systems.
Thesis Supervisor:
Robert Henry Gregory, Ph.D.
Title:
Assistant Professor of
Accounting
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CEAPTER I
ITROWCTION
Punched card machine systems have developed from simplified procedures
that could handle only elementary statistical operations to one of modern
business' most potent management tools. Punched card systems have had
a profound effect upon the data processing habits and techniques of
American business, and also have given rise to an industry whose sales
in 1951 were in excess of four hundred forty million dollars. The systems
reached the zenith of their development in the late 19 40's. The emergence
of the electronic computer, a much more powerful data processing tool,
has brought to a close a fascinating era in the development of data process-
ing tools for management.
A complete study of punched card systems over the entire history of
their development would not only be an interesting bit of American business
history but also would be a valuable aid in the future development of data
processing systems in general. The enumeration of the forces which influenced
this development and a portrait of the pattern of development could serve
as historical data for use in future data processing developmental decis-
:Lons.
From time to time there have been studies of and bibliographies on
the uses of punched card machine systems in colleges and universities,
in science, and in library work. No study has been made which presents
the developments of the machine systems in their most importast area of
usage , business. The business applications of the punched card machine
systems have provided a major impetus for the continuous development and
improvement of the data processing systems.
The~'f ' (1 4 e¢bttre
This thesis is intended to be thp beinnir of a rorlete slrxreyt of
lo'n e'ard "achine .]tem rdeveloments. RPene!irng the magnitude of
suCt a s31rvey, t nbjctipres of this ranr ar'*
1. Prnvide a hiqtorV nf the early develorments of imneed ards
from 1.880 to 1920.
?. Chronicle the equipment, evelorment$ and the business anlica-
tions of nlnched cards in the decade 130-1940.
3. TDevelop the attern of nunched card development from an analyi.s
of the decade 1930-19b0 and the history of tabulating equipment.
4. Provide a surnlmementary bibliography on business arplications of
punched card machine systems during 1920-1930 nd 1940-1950
wh:ich may serve as a riide in further stud, in this area.
ieneral Scone of Work Done
An exhaustive search was made of the Dewey Library card file, the
Industrial Arts Index, the Harvard Business School Library card files, and
t;he irstein Branch of the Boston 7Pblic Library. The relevant material
cnsisted of more than thirty texts and two hundred, ten eriodical references.
Attemnts to obtain hist.orical rental figures for IB3M and Remihntr, Rand
ccmnarisons from the local offices roved fruitless and dbt was expressed
by the individluals contacted about th rdir availabil.rt of these statistics.
Be-ause f the rsat a;rornt of material involved, it was felt that the
detniled resentation and analysis of one decade would be a manageable
nericd bearing i mind the limited amount of time available for his study.
The nalysis of 1930-1940 will serve as a starting point with the thmought
:n ;n,!? thst. further study would cover the other developments in unched
card machine aystemn. The references not used in this thesi s form the
nrartially annotated unpleentary Bibliogranhy.
The development of punched card machine systems in foreign countries
is excluded from this study; although, because of the structure of the
annual reports of IBM and Remington Rand, income of foreign subsidiaries
is included in the income statistics.
The chronological method of presentation of applications was adopted
to provide a continuity of development. The chronological reports of
equipment developments in the decades 1920-1930 and 1940-1950 are designed
to serve as guides for future study and to provide a continuity for the
complete development of the punched card industry.
The reports of applications in periodical literature serve as the
base for determining the trends of punched card development. Manry of
the applications reported in the literature were obviously in use prior
to the publication date of the reference, and in most cases, reports of
equipment developents did not mean the equipment was in commercial use.
This displacement of the time factor is unavotdable and no effort has been
made to adjust it.
No attempt has been made to explain in detail the routine procedures
that are used in each application reported for these varied considerably
for each particular situation. General detailed procedures are available
in publications by the manufacturers. The principal aim in this work has
been to show what the punched card method accomplished and why it could
do it.
Consultation with Professor Gregory throughout the thesis work served
to guide this writer in his efforts.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL DEVELOPHENT OF TABUrATING MACHINES 1880-1920.
The decade 1880-1890 was one of the most important in the transforma-
tion of American business from small individual enterprises into large
and complex organizations. It was the time of the active growth of in-
dustrial giants such as the Standard Oil Company and of the first practical
industrial application of electricity.
With the growth of business and the country, the need for the development
of methods to handle the information generated became an increasingly impor-
tant problem. This need was to be answered by the inventions of Dr. Herman
Hollerith and James Powers.
A. Hollerith
In 1880, Dr. Herman Hollerith, then a noted statistician, was engaged
'by the United States Government as a special agent for the 1880 census
which took seven and a half years to complete. His words best describe
the situation which he encountered.
"Few, who have not come directly in contact with a census office,
can form any adequate idea of the labor involved in the compilation
of a census of 50,000,000 persons, as was the case with the last
census, !e~/ of over 62,000,000 as will be the case in the census
to be taken in June, 1890.
While engaged in work upon the tenth census, the writer's atten-
tion was called to the methods employed in the tabulation of popula-
tion statistics and the enormous expense involved. These methods
were at the time described as "barbarbarous", and the suggestion was
made that some machine ought to be devised for the purpose of facil-
itating such tabulations. " 1
Since the 1880 census was not finished until 1887, people were worried
that the 1890 census would not be finished before its information was completely
Herman Hollerith, "An Electric Tabulating System," The quarterly, Columbia
School of Mines , April, 1889, p. 258.
worthless. Dr. Hollerith continues:
"This led the writer to a thorough study of the details of the
methods used, which were no doubt the most approved ever employed
in compiling a census..., the method which fonms the subject of
this paper is confidently offered as a means for facilitating
this work.
The work of a census can be divided into two branches: that of
enumeration and that of compilation or tabulation."2
Hollerith then proceeded to go into the costs of this work and also
pointed out the inadaquecy of the compilations.
"Many of the facts enumerated were not compiled at all, or
if they were compiled, were treated in so simple a manner as
to leave much to be desired." 3
Dr. Hollerith observed that not only the raw data were of interest,
'but also that combinations between various categories of enumeration in
the census were of interest to many parties. Hollerith foresaw the use
of his invention in life insurance as one example of the value of relative
:fact analysis.
"We have in a census, besides data relating to our living popula-
tion, records regarding the deaths during the previous year. In
both cases we have the information regarding age ad occupation.
If the living population were tabulated by combinations of age
and occupation, and likewise the deaths ..... , we would then have
data from which some reliable inference might be drawn regarding
the effects of various occupations upon length of life. It might
even be possible to construct life tables for the various occupa-
tions as we now do for the different states and cities. "
2Ibid.
3Ibid., p. 240
4Ibid., p. 243
Other existing methods of census compilation were described and their
disadvantages pointed out.
The Machines
Next, the machine system, a fundamentally simple and yet highly
ingenious one, was described by the inventor. A card with holes punched
in it, a "pin-press", a punch, electromagnetic tcountwSt and a "sorting
box" made up the entire system.
The first machine, completed in 1886, used punched strips of paper
which were soon replaced by thin manilla cards. A coding scheme for each
application was set up for the cards which were 3' x 5" and were divided
into ¼" squares. The cards had one corner cut off for proper orientation
when used.
Punching of the cards was accomplished either with an ordinary ticket
punch or by the use of machines, which Hollerith developed, called the
keyboard punch. It had a movable punch which could punch a hole in five
or six cards simultaneously with the identical information. The punched
cards were read by placing them over a complete card of a different color.
From the punched cards, the compilation of the statistics was accomplished
by the use of a "pin-press" or circuit-closing device. The inventor des-
cribes this as follows:
"The press consists of a hard rubber plate...provided with suit-
able stops or gauges against which the record cards can be placed.
This hard rubber plate is provided with a number of holes or cups
corresponding in number and relative position with the centres
of the spaces of the card. An iron wire nail is securely driven
through a hole in the bottom of each cup, and a wire, connecting
at the other end with a binding post on the back of the press
frame, is securely held under the head of each nail. Each cup
is partly filled with mercury, which, through the nail and the
wire, is thus in electrical connection with the corresponding
binding post. Above the hard rubber plate is a reciprocating box
provided with a number of projecting spring-activated points,
corresponding in number and arrangement with the centres of the
mercury cups... If a card is placed on the rubber plate against
the stops, it is of course apparent that, when the box is brought
down by the handle, the pins will all be pressed back, excepting
such as correspond with the punched spaces.of the card which project
into the mercury, and are thus in electrical connection with the
corresponding binding post on back of the press frame.)
The counters were actuated by electromagnets and could register up
to 10,000. They were completely interchangeable and any number could
'be used.
The sorting of cards was done using a sorting box with lids closed
against the tension of a spring. The closing of an electric circuit in
the pin-press released the lid to open the box. The lid remained open
while the card was manually placed in the particular box and then was
closed by hand.
A complete resume' of the operation of the system may serve to clari-
fy its operation. A punched card was placed in the press. To obtain the
desired statistics, the corresponding binding posts on the the back of
the press frame were connected with the binding posts of the desired
counters. If combinations were to be counted, small relays controlled
the secondary circuits through the counters. The connection of the magnets
of the sorting box in exactly the same manner as described for the counters
alleowed the simultaneous counting and sorting of the cards. When the card
was placed in the press, one of the lids of the sorting box opened and
the card could be placed in the correct box.
The accuracy of the system is obvious and the only possible source
of error is in the punching of the cards. Hollerith, however, pointed
out that such, an error would result in only a single incorrect unit, whereas
with the other manual methods, a single error could involve an error of
5 Ibid., p. 250.
much greater magnitude.
Hollerith remarked:
"It is firmly believed that in regard to cost, time, and
accuracy, this method possesses very great advantages in doing
the work that has heretofore been done, but this is believed
to be insignificant in comparison with the fact that a thorough
compilation would be possible, within reasonable limits of cost,
while such compilation is practically impossible, by ordinary
methods, on account of the expenses involved.
Some sources erroneously report the first use of the system to have
been the use by New York City. Actually, the city of Baltimore, not
New York City nor the Census Bureau, was Dr. Holleriths first customer
for he had persuaded the city authorities to let him try mechanical tabula-
tion on the city's mortality statistics in order to demonstrate the capabil-
ities of his system.
Other early users were the Bureau of Vital Statistics of New Jersey,
the Board of Health of New York City and the government of Austria-Hungary.
One other user must be added to this early list. In his article in 1889,
Hollerith mentioned being in the process of setting up the format of a
card for the Board of Health of New York City and he also mentioned that
cards were already in use by the Surgeon-General of the United States Army.
In the summer of 1889, a commission of three experienced statisticians,
appointed by the Superintendant of the Census, was very busy with a series
of exhaustive tests of all the then known mechanical methods and systems
for counting, adding, or tabulating data which might have been practicable
for use in the Eleventh Census to be taken the following year. On Novem-
ber 30, 1889, this commission reported favorably on the Hollerith System
which led to, the United States Government officially adopting the Hollerith
System for compiling census returns.
6 Tbid., p. 255.
The Franklin Institute reported on the Hollerith System. Their
:report of January 2, 1890, explained the operation of the system and
stated the card size was 3" x 6 5/8" ( a change from Hollerith's article.)
This report mentioned a series of checks on accuracy of the system ranging
from thrusting a piece of wire through the common hole of a sorted group
of cards to electric bells which sounded when the card was not registered.
The Franklin Institute report gave the data on the Census Commission study
which compared three methods of compiling census returns.
"...the 'chip' method,...cards and tally sheets, and the method
of Mr. Hollerith... . The test selected was the retabulation
of certain returns from the Census of 1880.from four districts
containing 10,491 inhabitants.
....The results show the Hollerith method of punching cards was
done in three-fourths the time required by the other systems for
enumeration, and that the figures could be tabulated in one eighth
the time."
As a result of this report, the Franklin Institute bestowed upon Dn
Hollerith the Elliot Cresson Medal.
The census installation attracted wide attention by completing all
work in two and a half years. The logical outgrowth of the work at the
Census Bureau brought about experimentation for industrial and social
applications.
The Company
Following the success and completion of his work in the Census Bureau,
Dr. ollerith withdrew from the government service and shortly thereafter
obtained patents on his machines. In 1896, after securing the necessary
capital, he incorporated his company under the laws of the State of New York
7Franklin Institute, Report on the Hollerith Electric Tabulating System,
Philadelphia, Pa.: Franklin Institute, 1i0, p.6.
as the Tabulating Machine Company. Soon thereafter, in 1901, he intro-
duced the basic form of a numeric punch keyboard.
The Hollerith System became well known and its usage by industry in-
creased. The continued progress of the Tabulating Machine Company, the
Computing Scale Company of America and the International Time Recording
Company in the years after 1907 attracted the attention and interest of
Mr. Charles Flint who became convinced that the merger of these three
companies would be a very profitable venture. The basic concept involved
in the proposed merger was the offering of a complete service to business-
the measurement of material and of working time, and the organization and
tabulation of the facts obtained by the measurement. This concept of
offering a complete service was to crop up again when PRemi' Asild, Thc.,
Wras- formed. 
The merger was accomplished in 1911 and the new corporation was named
the Computing Tabulating Recording Company. In 19 14 Thomas J. Watson
took over the corporation's leadership and the forerunner of IBM was well
under way.
Dr. Hollerith retired in 1914, but not before his company introduced
the accumulation tabulator, a new sorter, and a lever-set gang punch
:for use with a 38 column card. In 1915 more than three hundred firms
were using the Hollerith System and its fame was world-wide.
B. Powers
During the year 1907, Mr. S.ND. orth, the new Director of the United
States Census Bureau, was making plans to take the 1910 census. To accomplish
this monumental task he sought improved methods over those used in the
previous census of 1900. One of the many problems confronting him was
the need to provide more satisfactory statistical equipment than had
been formerly used. The Hollerith System entailed too much time and
effort in the manual punching and verification of the cards, too large
a number of erroneously punched cards, and inefficient manual handling
of the cards in the sorting operation.
Mr. North, having decided to develop machines capable of the desired
results, investigated a number of individuals who could produce such
machines. He called James Powers, an engineer, to Washington to work on
the development of the machines. Power's principal contributions were
the Census Punching Machine, of which three hundred were manufactured and
a two deck horizontal sorter.
The Machines
The Powers machines differed from the Hollerith in that they were
completely mechanical in operation. The punching machine consisted of
a keyboard with 240 keys, a holder for the data with a movable horizontal
index bar across the holder, and an automatic feeding and ejecting mechan-
:ism. In the punching machine operation, the unpunched cards were fed
:from the rear of the machine to their proper place on a die. The operator
pulled the keys corresponding to the information to be punched to the
edge of the keyboard. The operator could then read along the edge to
verify the setting and correct it if necessary before punching the card.
The keys could be individually reset or locked. After the data setting
was verified, the operator pressed a foot mechanism which tripped a clutch,
raised the die and card against the punch, and perforated the entire
number of holes desired in one operation. After the die returned to its
original position, the punched card was ejected to a front holder. At
the same time the line spacer or horizontal bar on the data holder above
moved down one notch, which facilitated the transfer of data and did
away with the uncertainty of which line the operator should next transcribe.
The cards used in the Powers Machines had forty five columns with
twelve horizontal rows per column. In sorting these cards the different
values were picked out from each horizontal line by twelve plungers.
Each plunger mechanically controlled the operation of shutters, or
switches, which diverted the cards into their proper compartments accord-
ing to the punched holes.
The cards were automatically fed and when a card passed under the
guide plate, the corresponding plunger dropped through the hole setting
the guide bar beneath which diverted the card to the proper pocket. As
soon as the :Levers had been set, the plungers rose out of the card, which
was then moved under rubber covered wheels to its proper compartment.
At the same time, another card was fed so that cards were sorted at the
rate of 250 - 270 cards per minute.
The Compay
While associated with the United States Government, Mr. Powers was
granted the rights to make an application for U.S. patents on his inven-
tions. When his governmental services were completed, he obtained capital
;and in 1911, started his own company, the Powers Accounting Machine Company
in Maine. This company and the machines it manufactured were the beginnings
of the present tabulating machines produced by Remington Rand.
Powers entered the commercial field with an improved punching machine
and the two deck horizontal sorter. In 1912, Powers moved to Newark, New
Jersey and W. W. Lasker joined the company.
One major drawback in the use of punched cards lay in the necessity
for manual transcription of the totals on the counters to a ledger, bill,
or statistical analysis. uman speed and error were obviously introduced
by such a procedure. A major step forward in the use of punched card
systems was brought about through the development by W. W. Lasker of
the Powers Tabulator Printer in 1914. This machine, capable of tabulation
and printing of the information processed, was completely mechanical and
contained the adding mechanism of the Comptograph combined with a portion
of the Dalton Adding Machine mechanism. During the years 1914 to 1916,
in addition to the Tabulator Printer, W. W. Lasker perfected a running
total mechanism, an automatic zero device, a seven unit tabulator, a
twelve key keyboard and the first automatic numbering attachment.
The Powers Accounting Machine Company moved to Brooklyn, New York,
in 1914, surrendered its Maine charter and reincorporated in Delaware.
In 1915, the original foreign subsidiary, now known as Power-Samas
Accounting Machine Limited, was formed to develop the market in Great
Britain, the Dominions, and in parts of Europe.
C. The Peirce System
The Peirce System of perforated cards was reportedly used in public
utility work before 1915, and consisted of a perforating machine, a dis-
tributing machine, and an automatic ledger machine.
The entire cycle of operations on customer accounts of a utility firm,
from taking the meter reading to making out the bill, posting both debits
and credits to the ledger anad rendering monthly statements was performed
automatically. The meter under this system was equipped with a small,
inexpensive perforating attachment activated by a key after the card ias
placed in the attachment.
Although details on its workings are unavailable, the system did offer
three highly distinctive features which were designed to eliminate major
shortcomings of contemporary systems. The cards contained the original
entry which cut costs and increased accuracy by eliminating the clerical
intermediaries. The contents of the card were printed as well as per-
forated (the first printing punch) and, as a result, this considerably im-
of cards
proved the handling, the use, and the filing/as permanent records. A
distinct improvement in the utilization of card space arose through the
representation of characters by combinations of holes.
A bright future was seen for applications of Peirce systems to other
branches of accounting such as payroll and cost accounting; but in 1921,
the Computer Tabulating Recording Company (IBM) purchased the patents and
some of the.other assets of the Peirce Accounting Machine Company which
was subsequently dissolved.
D. Equipment Developments and Applications 1890-1920
After the first inventions of Dr. Hollerith and James Powers, tremendous
strides were made in improving punched card machine accounting equipment.
In addition to Hollerith and Powers, men like W. W. Lasker, Peirce and
many others contributed to the further equipment improvements, as well
as to the development of systems utilizing this improved equipment. The
early uses and improvements of punched card machines are important in the
derivation of the pattern of development of the industry.
Before World War I
The HolLerith method when originally developed was a manually operated
machine method of tabulating information. As Hollerith had foreseen, in-
surance companies were very early users of his equipment. Another very
early business application was found in the office of the Freight Accounts
Auditor of the New York Central Railroad for use in the handling of trans-
portation and commodity statistics. Still another application was the
use, about 1900, in the Works Accounting Billing and Storage Departments
G. W. Baehne, Practical Applications of Punched Card Method in Colleges
and Universities, New York: olumbia iversity ress, -I935, p- 6
t,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ., t ,
at the main office of the Pennsylvania Steel Company in Steelton, Pa.9
In 1903 the auditor of the New York Edison Company visited the Steelton
office of the Pennsylvania Steel Company in order to inspect the tabulating
equipment in use there and, as a result, in 1903, installed Hollerith
machines in his company. These machines were much the same as Hollerith's
original machines except that the punch had been improved in 1901 by the
development of a numeric keyboard.
The expansion of industry into large and complex organizations, brought
forth a demand for the development of tabulating equipment in order to
simplify industrial accounting techniques. As effort was being expended
to further improve the machines, other companies began using the Hollerith
system.
W. E. Freeman commented in 1909:
"... the trend of invention in the pay-roll and cost keeping
field seems to be along the line of computing machines automatically
controlled by the electric contact principle...11
Freeman quoted reports of other applications from pertinent papers presented
before the National Electric Light Association. Punched card systems were
used before 1911 to tabulate the monthly electric sales and perform various
statistical analyses at one firm. Voucher distribution was also in the
process of being accomplished by the machines at the same installation.
In 1912, another company used the system for sales analysis, consumer trend
analysis, and bill extension checking and was planning to take care of
cost allocation and job order numbers by merely changing the design of
'W. E. Freeman, Automatic, echanical Punching, Counting, Sorting,
Tabulating, and Printing Marchines, New York: National Electric Association,
1915, p. 13.
10 Ibid.
llIbid., p. 55.
the card. Reports of the use of the system in inventory work were also
given.
The demands for commercial applications of the punched card method
of accounting necessitated the development of a regular adding counter
that, could be used for accumulation of quantities and values in contrast
to the tally operation of the Hollerith Census Tabulator. This develop-
ment was called the Integrating Tabulator and was shortly followed by
the development of automatic feeding and ejecting devices which permitted
the tabulation of 150 cards per minute instead of 50 to 80 when done
manually. Among the limitations of the early Hollerith tabulating
machines was its inflexibility because of the permanent wiring of the
components. A plug board similar to a telephone switchboard was developed
to provide flexibility in the use of the machines.
One paper quoted by Freeman contained a pithy observation about some
of the major opposition to the acceptance of punched card machines through-
out their short development.
"...some accountants fear the system because the record it
produces is not displayed in the form of nice statements or
reports. 12
This fear is recognizable throughout the development of punched card
systems and methods were found to overcome these objections which eventually
has led to the acceptance by accountants of information processing records
in many forms.
By 191 4 , the art of using the Hollerith tabulating equipment had been
applied to so many different fields of accounting that engineering develop-
ment was aimed at developing an overall automatic machine. This concept
of general continually applied developmental work was one of the first
policies instituted by Thomas Watson when he took over the guiding of the
:L2Ibid., p.61.
Computer Tabulating Recording Company. (C.T.R.Co.)
The advent of the Powers Accounting Machine Company in 1911 provided
another impetus for the intensification of equipment development efforts.
The verification feature and mechanical accuracy of the Powers systems
were quite attractive to the business community. The greatest achievement
of the Powers company to that day was the development by the ingenious
Mr. Lasker of the Tabulator Printer. This machine surmounted numerous
sales resistances and was one of the most important developments in the
history of tabulating machines. The other improvements by Lasker such
as the running total mechanism; the automatic zero device, and the seven
unit tabulator were also of the utmost importance since they made the
use of the machines much more convenient.
A description of one of the first uses of the Powers Tabulator Printer
13
was given by W. E. Freeman. 3 The New York Edison Company had refrained
from the use of tabulating systems because the equipment gave no printed
record for reference and other demands of the business. After the commercial
introduction of the Powers Tabulator Printer, the company, in 1915, installed
the machines to take care of consumer deposit accounts. Highly satisfac-
tory results were achieved with the machines for trial balances were
completely compiled the first day of the month instead of the fifteenth
and approximately fifty per cent of the clerical labor and expenses form-
erly involved were saved. Many other uses were planned for the machine.
The Rock Island Railroad used tabulating machines for compilation of
freight commodity statistics in 1906 and in 1916 the East Bay Water Company
cf Oakland, California installed a system for use in handling customer's
3 bid., . 34.
accounts. The applications which are reported here are but a few of the
over three hundred uses of Hollerith and Powers systems in 1915 but they do
indicate the trend of development.
World War I -- 1920
"The entrance of the United States into World War I brought enormous
demand for methods to increase the speed and accuracy of accounting and
record-keeping for the control of the tremendous production of munitions,
goods of all types, and governmental record keeping. Tabulating equipment
consequently became a much more important factor in the accounting world.
It must be borne in mind that the established manufacturer of tabulating
equipment was the C.T.R. Company for it had been operating since 1896.
The Powers company was but a few years old and, in fact, had ust (1914)
set up their plant in Brooklyn. Consequently, the majority of machines
sold in World War I were C.T.R. machines.
The major use of the equipment during the war was in the handling
of an almost astronomical (in those days) quantity of business and govern-
mental statistics. The C.T.R. Company continued to make improvements in
their equipment even during the war when they developed the mechanical
verifier and the electric key punch. The verifier automatically locked
if, when the information was again punched into the card on the verifier,
it did not coincide with the previous punching. This verifier did not
however discriminate against holes which were present in an area in which
no hole should be present. The electric key punch afforded the opportunity
to use less effort in punching the cards because the holes were punched
by electromagnetic instead of manual pressure.
Improvements not withstanding, however, generally the machines in use
during World War I replaced only the hand labor of tabulating statistics,
for the results of the tabulations on C.T.R. machines still had to be read
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from the counters and subsequently transcribed in a presentable report
form. The users of Powers machines were not bothered with this problem,
but they were in the minority.
The growth of the tabulating industry during the first World War was
followed by a surplus of used machines brought about by the demobiliza-
tion following the war. This surplus of machines was a serious problem
for the C.T.R. Company because the machines they were capable of making
were no different from the surplus used machines. Powers was not faced
with that problem since their system was- considerably superior to the
C.T.R. machines by virtue of the Tabulator Printer machine. This surplus
of machines created a problem for C.T.R. much more serious than the de-
pression of 1929. This competition of the surplus used machines was a
great impetus in the continuing emphasis upon engineering product devel-
opment since the only way to survive the situation was to develop a
'better product. This was done by C.T.R. in the 1920's.
In the meantime, the Powers Company and its British subsidiary were
continuing their progress. In 1919 Lasker developed a single deck sorter
for Powers and Powers-Samas of Great Britain placed an alphabetic printing
tabulator on the market. The parent company did not offer an alphabetic
jp:rinting tabulator until 192, consequently comment on this most important
development in tabulating equipment will be deferred.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF PUNCHED CARD SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS IN 1930-1940
Although applications of punched card systems in the decade 1920-1930
are not presented, the following chronology of machine and industry dev-
eloments is needed to effect a coherent transition to the state of the
industry in 1930.
Chronology of Machine and Industry Developments 1920-1930
In the decade 1920-1930, major machine and industry developments
oaio0redthich had a definite influence upon the business application of
the punched card systems and upon the structure of the punched card in-
dustry.
1920. C.T.R. bought the Peirce patents and introduced its first
five-bank tabulator printer.
1921. Powers added counters to its sorters while C.T.R. introduced
automatic control for its tabulators.
1922. The Samas Company was incorporated in France by the British
subsidiary of Powers.
1924. Powers introduced its alphabetic printing tabulator enlarged
to ten sector units and accompanied by an alphabetic key-
board.
C.T.R. changed its name to the International Business
Machines Corporation and introduced an electric duplicating
key punch.
1925. Powers brought out its electric keyboard punch and the
first synchromatic installation which allowed simultaneous
typing of information on a typewriter and punching of the
same information on cards.
1926. Powers opened their Brooklyn experimental laboratory while
IBM introduced their motor driven gang punch.
1927. Powers and seven other companies merged to form Remington
Rand.
1928. IBM introduced its first general purpose accounting
machine featuring 80 column cards and equipment with
an automatic bill feed on the tabulator.
1929. Remington Rand marketed its Model 2 Tabulator and IBM
brought out an improved key punch with automatic feed
and eject.
Structure of the Industry in 1930
The advent of the depression found the two main punched card competitors,
IBM and Remington Rand, in much dissimilar circumstances.
IBM, the product of a merger in 1911, under Thomas Watson, had successfully
been consolidated after its merger and had instituted a program of a major
emphasis on engineering improvement of the products offered by IBM. IBM
had successfully negotiated the surplus of used tabulating equipment after
World War I by introducing the IBM version of the printing tabulator in
1920. Progressive and aggressive management through machine improvement
and sales effort had capitalized on being the first company in the field
of punched card equipment in order to build a solid conservative organiza-
tion. The depression was far less distressing to IBM than the post World
War I machinery surplus. The nationwide IBM Tabulating Service installa-
tions and their aggressive sales force had done much to establish IBM as
the foremost company in tabulating equipment. Indeed, many discussions
of punched card developments spoke only of the IBM systems. The devel-
opment by IBM of a printing tabulator was felt to be a great step forward
in the application of punched card systems to accounting, yet little
recognition is found of the fact that Powers (Remington Rand) had intro-
duced its printing tabulator seven years before. A similar situation
existed with the development of the alphabetic printing tabulator.
Remington Rand was the product of the merger of Rand Kardex Bureau, Inc.,
Baker-Vawter Co., Dalton Adding Machine Co., Powers Accounting Machine Co.,
Safe-Cabinet Co., the Remington Typewriter Company, and various smialler
firms. This merger was accomplished in 1927 with the concept in mind
of providing a complete office equipment service for business.
The Powers accounting machine company lost its identity when the
merger was consiumated and attempts to find financial statistics on
Powers proved fruitless since its securities were not on the New York
Stock Exchange and were not reported in the financial services. An
estimate of the size of the Powers Accounting Machine Company was,
however, derived from the information available in Moody's Financial
Service. The net profit was given for most of the other major companies
involved in the merger as well as a total net profit figure for Remington
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Rand. By difference, the Powers net profit for 1925 is estimated to
have been one to two million dollars compared with an IB net profit of
four and a half million dollars in the same year.
There is an old saying,"...it takes three years to digest a merger."
The Remington Rand merger was hit in the midst of its digestion by the
depression. The conglomeration of useful and useless properties, people,
and policies simply could not be separated in time to get the company on
a solid foundation to weather the depression. Remington Rand had, however,
through its Powers Division, continually pioneered in new developments
in punched card machines until IBM introduced its general purpose 80
column card system in 1928. The development of printing tabulators, punch
synchronization with typewriter, and alphabetic and numbric interpreting
machines was done by Remington Rand.
Although IBM was more than twice as large as the Powers Company, the
truly progressive achievements of the Powers Company should be recognized
1See Appendix 1 for data.
in the literature but such credit is generally absent from punched card
dissertations because the writers limit their work to IBM equipment.
State of the Art of Tabulating Equipment in 1930
In January of 1930 there were two competing types of equipment avail-
aible to industry, the Remington Rand and'IBM machines. Both systems were
designed to accomplish similar results but in the case of IBM machines,
this was done electrically; in Remington Rand machines, mechanically.
The IBM equipment consisted of an electric key punch with automatic
feeding and ejecting of cards, the type 80 horizontal sorter, and a
general purpose numeric printing tabulator with automatic bill feed. The
cards involved contained 80 columns but in older equipment the cards were
of 34, 38, or 45 column capacity. Auxiliary equipment available included
the manual electric duplicating key punch, automatic control of the tabula-
tor, and a manual mechanical verifier. This system was highly flexible
because all electric connections are made on plug boards and could be
easily changed. The Remington Rand equipment consisted of an electric
alphabetic and numerical key punch, a horizontal sorter and an alphabetic
and numerical printing tabulator, which handled cards with a 45 column
capacity. The auxiliary equipment available from Remington Rand included
an electric punch synchronized with a typewriter and automatic control
of the tabulation.
The equipment available had very definite limitations although there
had been a continuous improvement of the machines. The advent of the
printing tabulator opened a major segment of accounting to punched card
installations. Possible applications of the machines were again increased
tremendously when the alphabetic and numerical tabulating systems were
inaugurated. However, there continued to be drawbacks which limited the
scope of application of the systems. 0ne major item was the expense of
the installations. Although no definite information is available, the
necessary volume of data handled was estimated to be about 1,500 opera-
tions a day to make the equipment economically feasible.5 Another ex-
pensive item was the use of manual effort and the opportunity for errors
occurring in the punching operation. Numerous other functional deficiencies
were evident such as the inability to multiply, subtract, or divide through
punched card control and the inability of the tabulation to automatically
punch a summary card. Some of these deficiencies were to be corrected
and others have never been fully solved.
Chronicle of Machine Developments and Business Applications
The available periodical references of business applications of punched
card machine systems are used to derive a pattern of development of punched
card systems in business. It is felt that the report given in each of
those articles contains new information about the application of the punched
card systems and consequently, each report is of value in deriving a pattern
of development.
The equipment improvements and the reported business applications are
given in chronological order to provide a continuity of development over
time. Unfortunately most of the sources of information used are lacking,
in one or more respects, as a complete report of the facts which would
be conducive to a more rigorous analysis. Items such as costs, date in-
stalled, etc. are in many cases not reported. The available information
is, however, in this writer's opinion, sufficient to enable trends and
patterns of development to be deduced.
1 5 R. V. Cradit, "Punched Card Method in Accounting," Journal of
Accountancy, 57: 272-285, 1934, p. 27 4.
The principal aim in each report of application is to show what the
punched card methods accomplished and why they could do it. The how of
each application is felt to be secondary since there are many different
ways that the same Job could have been done using different detailed
techniques.
1930
Machine Developments
IBM introduced the numeric interpreter for the printing on the card
of the numbers found in the punched holes.
Remington Rand introduced its Model 2 Interpreter and Standard
Reproducer. Powers-Samas brought out a small 26 column card (4 ll/6"
x 2") and. a complete line of machines to handle the cards. This was
the first; change from the standard card size of 7 3/8" x 3 1/4". In
addition, Powers-Samas introduced automatic card verification by the
offset hole method along with universal printing counting sorter.
Applications
No business applications were reported in the available literature
of 1930.
1931
gEquipment Developments
Remington Rand introduced its 90 column card and a complete line
of equipment to handle the cards. The 45 column cards could also
be used in these new machines.
IBM offered an automatic multiplying punch and a duplicating summary
punch.
Applications
Kaufmann's Department Store1 5
The system which was tried at Kaufmann's Department Store
did away with the need to hand punch and verify cards for department
store control, because all transactions which were initiated
by the sale of a piece of merchandise were handled by machines.
Inventory and merchandise cards were simultaneously punched when
the merchandise was received. After a sale was made, the merchan-
dise ticket, sales person identification and customer charge plate,
if any, were placed in a machine. The information was electrically
transmitted by the machine to a central records machine which
punched all the information on a sales audit card and recorded
the information on an adding machine tape and on a totalizer.
The inventory cards were removed by drawing them off through
sorting and tabulating machines. Sales cards were filed for
each customer and were periodically run off on a Powers alpha-
betic tabulator to print the billings. Credits were entered by
hand punched sales audit cards.
It was suggested that this method be used in production control
since it did away with the checking and hand work which made
savings doubtful on a conventional punched card installation.
Some features of this system were complete accuracy, no human
intervention after merchandise and inventory cards on punched
and instantaneous recording. This application was discussed in
15"Machine Made Records," Factory and Industrial Management, 82:
492-3, October, 1931.
1938 by L. F. Woodruff in much greater detail. It is interesting
to note that no other mention was made in the literature of other applica-
tions of this systenr until it was described again by Woodruff.
East Bay Municipal Utility District of Californial
The East Bay Municipal Utility District of Californiatwhich
had used tabulating equipment since 1916, reported the applica-
tions afforded by the perfection of the printing tabulator and
the interpreter. These two machine developments were cited as
materially increasing the value of the system from the accounting
standpoint.
The tabulating equipment was used to handle customer accounts,
billing, and sales analysis. Generally the system involved the
basic unit of a tabulating card per customer per month. All the
necessary information was punched into each card from the original
information shown by the meter reader's records and subsequently.
checked for accuracy. The cards were then processed to print
individual billings on pre-addressograph bills. After the billing,
the same cards were analysed under various categories for sales
analysis purposes. Finally, the cards themselves constituted the
ledger of accounts outstanding, with paid cards filed to give
the history of the customer's account.
Cost figures were not available for comparison, but the author
felt this. system to be at least as, :economical and far more convenient
than any other.
16 .H Kimiball, and R.M. Sedgwick, "Tabulating Machines in Customer
Accounting," Journal of the American Water Works Association, 23:
1891-4, November, 1931.
1932
Machine Developments
IEM introduced its alphabetic printing tabulating machine
system about eight years after Remington Rand. In addition,
a verifier with an automatic feeding and ejecting mechanism
was offered. Now the entire punched card industry offered
alphabetic and numerical systems.
Remington Rand, meanwhile, brought out an automatic compensa-
tion feeding device for the tabulators and the company consolida-
ted its engineering laboratories in Brooklyn.
Applications
No punched card applications were found for 1932 in the available
literature.
1933
Machine Developments
IBM opened its new research laboratory and school in Endicott,
New York and introduced its alphabetic key punch, type 3, a re-
producing punch, a test scoring machine, and an alphabetic printing
punch.
Remington Rand brought out a 90 column synchromatic typewriter
punch, a summary punch, and an electric hand punch.
Applications
Boston and Maine Railroad 17
A study of the Boston and Maine Railroad in 1925 indicated that
although information on variable costs was available, 90% of that
information was not reported to management in intelligible form.
Consequently, a Bureau of Statistics was formed to provide daily
17G.F. Glacy, "Improved Car Accounting and Statistics Lower Costs,"
Railwa Age, 94:548-52, April 15, 1933.
operating and cost statistics. The original data processing
system, one similar to prevailing industry practice, was a manual
system which involved considerable duplication of effort that re-
sulted in high costs.
In late 1932, a complete Powers system was installed. The
machines involved included two automatic key punches, one summary
card punch, one interpreter, two sorters. non-counting, one sorter
counting, one seven unit printing tabulator, one seven-.unit printing
tabulator with direct subtraction, and one five unit printing tabula-
tor.
Through the use of the Powers system, a multitude of statistics
were available in an intelligible form derived from car accounting.
This considerably eased the task of traffic analysis and also made
possible, for the first time, the reporting of operating statistics
by states required for Public Service Commissions.
The installation resulted in a saving of $10,000 a year after
machine costs were deducted, while making available material
of immediate value. The interpreter was of the highest utility
since it greatly facilitated card reading and performance of the
work. Some achievements of the system were:
1. Less clerical work for conductors and clerks.
2. No small slips of easily misplaced papers in case.
3. More accurate and neater records.
4.* Manual car count eliminated, done by cards.
Tabulation of home routes of foreign cars was made available.
6. Work load evened out by high daily capacity.
7. Data carry over from month to month more easily done by
transferring cards.
8. Considerable time saving illustrated by the fact that per
diem car reports now took only twenty hours of machinetlime
per month compared with fourteen days clerical work under
the old system.
Polish National Alliance of the United State of North America 18
The Polish National Alliance of the United States of North America
insurance company, by the use of one primary control punched card,
a small number of loose leaf sheets, and permanently bound books
for recording totals of vital statistics, drastically simplified its
entire statistical requirements. This punched card system required
only one file of cards, the membership list., All data were computed
with that file.
The savings cited were the release of seven clerks who had been
continuously employed in the compilation of statistics, and a decrease
of ten clerks from the sixteen needed for the peak work load.
Model Laundry Company1 9
This novel application at the Model Laundry Company used a punched
card system for laundry production control, market analysis, sales
analysis and personnel statistics.
A card per customer contained all the pertinent data such as the
number of the plant, type of service, day of pick-up and delivery,
driver, route number and charge or C.O.D. Production control was
maintained through punched holes indicating lot number, employee.
responsible for finished work, total number of pieces, and the total weight.
18"Accurate Statistics," Systems and Management Methods 62: 305-6,
July, 1933.
19"Cards Tell Facts," Systems and Management Methods 62:357, August,
August, 1933.
Tabulation of these cards yielded all the analyses necessary for
management control.
Frank H. Fleer Corporation2 0
This punched card system provided the Frank H. Fleer Corporation
with control of stocks in twenty-eight public warehouses. The account-
ing was done at the main office and included fiscal accounting, sales
analysis and stock control.
The warehouses reported deliveries to the main office which made
up punched cards for accounts receivable. Accounts paid were entered
on the same card to complete the transaction. The warehouse's monthly
tabulation of receipts and deliveries was checked by a machine tabula-
tion of the inventory and sales cards. Using the same cards, monthly
sales analyses were prepared.
1934
Machine Developments
IBM introduced an automatic carraige for its printing tabulating
machines as well as an alphabetic direct subtraction accounting machine.
Another small card system was introduced by Powers-Samas. This system
used a 21: column card (2" x 2 3/") with a round hole 3/32" in diameter
instead of the standard 1/8" diameter hole. These small card systems
were designed to save space and expense. Unfortunately, in the survey
of applications, no report of the use of these systems was found.
Applications
No applications were found in the available literature.
1935
Machine Developments
Remington Rand offered a printing multiplying punch and Power Saemas
2 0
'"echanical Method Provides Accurate Control of Warehouse Stocks,"
Systems 62:560-1, December, 1933.
brought out a summary card punch.
Applications
No applications were found in the available literature for the year
1935.
1936
Machine Developments
IBM standardized on the name of "electric accounting machines" as
properly descriptive of its products. The alphabetic verifier, al-
phabetic interpreter, and the collator were introduced. The intro-
duction of the collator marked another milestone in punched card
development. This device which was capable of merging and separating
cards greatly increased the flexibility and versitility of the machine
system.
Remington Rand probed the possibility of direct sale of their equip-
ment. Heretofore all machines had been leased, and Remington Rand
believed this might have been a disadvantage from the point of view
of the customer. Power-Samas used the smaller 3/32" diameter hole
to increase the capacity of the 26 column card to 36 columns and
offered a complete line of machines.
W. W., Lasker, a pioneer in Powers machine developments died
during 1936.
Applications
Old Colony Trust Compay and the First National Bank of Boston2 1
It was recognized that company operations in the trust accounting
2 1A.W. Bosworth, "Advance in Trust Accounting and Control," Trust
Companies 62:25-32, January, 1936.
departments of the Old, Colony Trust Company and the First National
Bank of Boston were 50% devoted to reproducing existing facts which
entailed a naturally associated high cost.
The punched card installations installed made no departures from
the accepted methods of bookkeeping for Journals and ledgers were
still maintained. Daily proofs and trial balances of accounts were
made possible by the Powers system installation. The running trial
balances of all: accounts formerly took 1,000 man hours; this was
reduced to 60 man hours by the machine installation,
The installation included punch machines, reproducers, inter-
preters, sorters and alphabetic and numeric tabulators. The service
provided by the installation was complete accurate control and report-
ing of trust accounts. The accuracy of the system was highly satis-
factory for in a trial run only three errors were detected out of
120,000 cards processed. Through the use of this system, error de-
tection was concentrated at the card punching and verifying stage which
consequently removed the hazard of possible posting errors by a
number of clerks. The system resulted in increased efficiency of
trust accounting, reduced the cost, and removed the drudgery formerly
found in trust accounting. Additional uses planned for the system
included payroll and expense distribution applications.
Merchants National Bank of Boston2 2
The system of trust accounting installed in the Merchant's National
'Bank of Boston was practically identical to the one previously reported.
2 2 F.A. Waite, "The Electrographic System of Trust Accounting," Trust
Companies 63:187-94, August 1936 and 439-43, October, 1936.
This was the only source uncovered which gave actual rental figures
for the machine installation. The IBM equipment involved consisted
of two duplicating prtiting punches, one horizontal sorter with group
selector arnd card matching devices, and one electric tabulator with
a summary punch attachment. The annual rental of this installation
was $6,500. If the weekly wage of a clerk were about $40., the release
of three or four clerks by this installation would Just about compensate
for the annual rental. Obviously such a monetary saving in addition
to greater accuracy, speed, and versatility served as a powerful force
for the installation of punched card equipment.
Bureau of Water Works and Supply, Is Angeles, California2 3
The first application of tabulating equipment in the Bureau of Water
WQrks and Supply was to consumers' billing and bookkeeping operations
and the associated sales analysis. A later application to payroll
problems was planned.
It was felt that the fundamental reason for the application of the
tabulating machines to bookkeeping and billing operations was the
use that could be made of the sorting and gang punch equipment.
It was unnecessary to compile each bill from the meter book at the
time of original transcription to the addressographed tabulating
card because the sorter accumulated all like units of consumption
in one group so that the amounts could be gang punched to the entire
group in one operation. The tabulating machine was utilized to furnish
a statistical report of great value in determining unit of consumption
use by consumers, which at the same time offered an audited report
proving conclusively that all consumption was billed in accordance
2 3Frank Tohy, "Application of Tabulating Equipment in Accounting
Procedures," Journal of the American Water Works Association, 28:
1704 -11, November, 193. -......
with the rate schedule.
The use of punched card equipment resulted in a method of guaranteed
accuracy, a speed which enabled bills to be mailed on the third day
following the meter reading, and a ledger record most easily kept in
balance.
Luden Corporation 2 4
This punched card system at the Luden Corporation was used to
coordinate perpetual inventory and stock control with fiscal and
production accounting. The basic unit was one card per commodity
and the machines used to process the cards included a sorter and
a printing tabulator.
1937
Machine Developmeznts
The Powers-Samas use of the 3/32" diameter hole increased the
standard 45 column card capacity to 60 columns. The full line of
machines using this was the only equipment development introduced
in 1937.
Applications
Guaranty Trust Company of New York2 5
Unlike stocks and bonds, no statistical services were available on
mortgages. Each bank maintained its own file. The use of a punched
card system at the Guaranty Trust Company of New York cut the work
24R.H. Butz, "Punched Cards Speed Stock Control," Food Industries
8:631, December, 1936.
2 5W.J. Weig, "Punched Card Accounting for Mortgages," Banking
29:28, January, 1937.
load and offered good control of the mortgage statistics.
A control card was prepared which contained such information as
location, mortgagee, etc. and a lead card was also prepared for
the dollar statistics. Billing for interest and amortization were
handled completely by the machine system using the two basic cards,
the lead card and the control card. Periodically, mortgage ledger
sheets were prepared for a permanent historical record from the cards
by running them through the printing tabulator.
Gates Rubber Company26
The executives of the Gates Rubber Company wanted data to compare
with budget estimates. The installation of a punched card system
solved this problem by providing detailed sales analysis.
The information had to be analyzed for a dozen or more brands and
a size assortment of product which ran into the hundreds. All types
of sales terms were used to further complicate the analysis.
The large variety of analyses facilitated by the card system, to-
gether with cost data told management where the profit lay. Coupled
with inventory and production statistics, this formed the backbone
of all budget estimates.
The Union Switch and Signal Company2 7
This application at the Union Switch and Signal Company arose out
of the recognition that the information contained in the standard
route sheot, tool lists, parts lists and other standard instructions
26
C.W. Dean, "Gates Rubber Company's New Budgetary Control System,"
American Business, 7:34-5 et. seq., May, 1937.
27Kenneth Porteous, "Factory Orders and Inventory Records," Factory
anement and Maintenance 95:70-80, September, 1937.
in production work was copied again and again. Every copying involved
not only clerical costs, but also delays and chances for cumulative
errors in transcription.
After extensive investigation, an IBM punched card system was
installed. All data concerning routing, tooling, material required,
and the like, after having once been worked out, were recorded
permanently on master cards. Each time an order was to be issued,
a temporary master card was made up which embodied all the variable
information such as order number and quantity applicable to one order.
The combination of the temporary master card and a permanent master
card in the machine resulted in a complete requisition being produced
by the printing tabulating machine which also performed the extension
of unit quantities. Time cards, production chasers, etc. were similarly
prepared.
The machines used in this application included: printing punch, re-
producing punch, numerical interpreter, alphabetical printer, sorter,
miultiplying punch, and a tabulator. The system capacity was 400 shop
orders daily and the machines were also used for inventory record
control.
The advantages encountered included the elimination of backlog, 
two hour service on rush orders, uniform size of all shop records,
unusual capacity for peak loads, and flexibility of the system which
tied together the accounting and the shop departments.
New England Gas and Electric Association28
The New England Gas and Electric Association conducted a market survey
28D.H. Linton, "How We Make a Market Survey," American Gas Journal
146:18-20 March, 1932.
by using their meter readers to obtain information on the various
appliances and heating systems in use by their customers. The collected
data was analyzed by an IBM tabulating service bureau. The results
were sat:sfactory and a total cost of 3 to 5 cents per customer was
felt to be very good.
A Food Wholesaler
This application of punched cards by a food wholesaler was used
to maintain inventory and stock control while simultaneously providing
billings and sales analysis.
Before the installation of the punched card system, ten warehousemen
and eight office people were needed to accomplish the work outlined
above. The use of a printing punch, a sorter, and a printing tabulator
made possible considerable savings. Cards were prepunched for all
food items and when placed in an inventory file, served as the on-
Zhand file. Standard inventory control procedures were used in conjunc-
tion with the card file.
Customer order blanks listed all the food items in a coded sequence
and the warehouse was rearranged in that sequence. The use of these
systems improvements coupled with the installation of the punched
card system resulted in cutting in half the personnel necessary.
Operating costs were cut 31.9% and price errors were eliminated in
billing by the use of the printing tabulator.
2 9W.V. Davidson, Jr., "How a Wholesaler Became Efficient," Food
Industries 9:120-3, March, 1937.
1938
Machine Developments
IBM opened their headquarters in New York, and introduced a transfer
posting machine and the type 513 Reproducing Gang Summary Punch.
Remington Rand brought out its multi-control Reproducing Punch and
Power-Samas introduced a 130 column capacity card by using the split
column method on the 65 column card.
Applicat ions
Excelsior Insurance Company30
The Excelsior Insurance Company, a fire insurance company, needed
data on the premium totals written by various agencies to compare
with the cumulative quotas of the agencies.
The use! of a tabulating service in conjunction with a photostating
feature served to fulfill the needs of the firm. Data, on the basis
of a card per agent, was entered on the punched cards to indicate
territory, cumulative quota, etc. The cards were then tabulated by
the tabulation service to provide a sales analysis and a breakdown
of the data into various categories. The actual printed data were
entered on the card by an interpreter below the prepunched and printed
quotas. The cards were distributed as the sales record. Differences
were adjusted annually.
Savings in errors decrease and amount of transportation of data plus
compact summaries of figures were felt to be the virtues of the system.
30H.C. Little, "Time Saving Sales and Quota Record," American Business,
8:32 et. seq., January, 1938.
Cleveland Trust Company31
The Cleveland Trust Company found punched cards highly suitable
because large amounts of figures had to be accounted for with
absolute accuracy, numerous reports had to be compiled frequently,
and the information had to be quickly available.
Other departments in the bank were also using the punched card
system. Real estate loan, business development, rental, banking,
and others found the equipment helpful.
The machines were useful in preparing statements of trust acoounts,
lists of securities for customers income and analysis sheets, etc.
One prime benefit of the system was the reduction of the drudgery
formerly involved in compiling the data.
Kaufimann' s Department Store3 2
The Kaufmann Department Store installed an experimental system of
remote-control accounting utilizing specially adapted Powers machines.
It is interesting to note that, although this system was mentioned in
the literature in 1931, no reference has been found of a similar system
being installed despite the fact that it aroused interest in many
quarters as reported by Graham in 1932.33
The need for a remote control accounting system was recognized
because, although punched card installations were usually highly
effective when large masses of data had to be tabulated, many areas
31I.1. Sperling, "Reducing Routines to Minutes," Banking 30: 66-8
May, 1938.
32L.F. Woodruff, "A System of Electric Remote-Control Accounting,"
Electrical Engineering 57: Transactions 78-87 February, 1938.
-33w.J. Graham p. cit. p. 185.
existeddepartment stores for one, in which their effectiveness was
debatable or limited by cost considerations. Many attempts to intro-
duce punched card systems in department stores failed after thorough
trials. The basic reason for this failure lay in the cost of human
operated punching and verifying machines and the inevitable errors
which resulted. In some instances, speed and availability of
information considerations overrode normal cost considerations-but
this was not the case in the majority of installations.
This remote control system was actually an auxiliary to the
punched card system and was designed to eliminate some of the very
definite drawbacks of punched card systems.
Inventory control and sales analyses are of the utmost importance
in department store operations. The proper information must be avail-
able for the efficient planning of purchasing and merchandising the
stock. The sales slip and cash register method of sales reporting
did not lend themselves to economical statistic collection and tabula-
tion due to expense, errors and plain lack of information.
Generally, the factors involved in a sale are: (1) the customer,
(2) the merchandise and its selling price (3) the sales person,
and () the cashier. In the system described, each of these factors
was identified by a small punched tag. In a charge transaction,
identification of the cashier was unnecessary and, similarly, in a
cash transaction, customer identification was unnecessary. In any
one sale, therefore, it was necessary to identify only three of the
four factors.
The punched tags controlled reproduction, by mechanized and elec-
trical means of the information thereon on a standard punched card.
Then the usual methods of sorting and tabulating could be automatically
accomplished to perform the various accounting and statistical opera-
tions necessary to derive the required analyses.
The Powers machines used in this installation included: a duplex
marking punch specially designed to simultaneously print and punch
a standard card and the price tags for the item, a recorder which
was an adaptation of a punch for remote control operation, an
alphabetic and numerical tabulator, and various pieces of standard
equipment.
The electrical remote control portion of the system consisted of
plug-in transmitters with suitable error preventative devices, a
machine selector, relay and a credit authorization unit. The usage
of these items will provide an ample description of their character-
istics.
When merchandise was received, the duplex marking punch provided
an inventory card and a price ticket for each item. A cash sale
resulted in the placing of the merchandise tag, the sales person's
identification, and the cashier's identification in the electrical
transmitter. The signal from the transmitter went to the selector
relay which selected an idle automatic recorder. The recorder then
punched out a sales card and simultaneously kept a running record
of its transactions. The charge sale procedure was similar except
that it involved the substitution of the customer's identification
for the cashier's and the selector relay consequently went through
another step, picking a credit authorization machine, before the
final recording of the information took place. An operator at the
credit authorization machine received from the machine, printed on
a paper tape, the customer's name and the amount of the sale. A relay
in the credit authorization machine allowed the sales person to be
informed of the customer's credit status. If the credit was granted,
the system proceeded as before.
Daily sales analysis and inventory control were accomplished by
tabulating the sales cards while automatic billing of the charge
purchases was accomplished by the alphabetic and nmerical printing
tabulators.
The system offered a highly efficient means of eliminating much of
the labor and error involved in sales accounting. In addition, problems
of "in line" accounting and work load probability were brought out.
This spotlight on punched card system faults was a beginning of investi-
gation into more efficient data processing systems.
1939
Machine Developments
The IBM introduction of mark sensing equipment with electronic tubes
was the beginning of electronic research s eful i the punched
card industry and, electronic computer: industrr,
Remington Rand presented its Model 3 Tabulator while Powers-Samas
introduced an alpha-numerical interpreter and a combination automatic
and visible key punch for their 130 column cards.
Applications
Schenley Distilling Corporation3k
The repeal of prohibition caught the Schenley Distillery Corporation
unprepared for the magnitude of accounting entries which resulted from
34G.A. Gardner, "Improving the Operation of Tabulating Machine
Installations," N.A.C.A Bulletin 21: 81-90 December 15, 1939.
the greatly increased sales. At first, punched card equipment was
used on a hit and miss basis.
A thorough systems analysis was later made to cope with the large
volume of data and possible shifting of management emphasis in order
that the proper information could be available at all times. Content
of report analysis coding and integration of tabulating equipment
with the existing data processing were found to be necessary to provide
pertinent information at all times.
American Rolling Mill Company35
A punched card installation was adopted at the American Rolling Mill
Company because the increased volume of invoices made manual operation
of the accounting system impossible because more exhaustive production
and sales analysis were needed.
The speed, accuracy and low cost of the system saved half the former
processing cost and made the desired information quickly available.
McKesson and Robbins, Inc36
This system involved the establishment of a central tabulating center
at McKesson and Robbins, Inc., to provide at one operation: factory
picking order, shipping weight of order, perpetual inventory, customer's
invoice and inventory control.
The installation of electric key punching machines allowed the
eentralization of all card punching with considerable savings.over
the manual punching in prior use. Speeds of all operations were
35E.V. Denton, "Sales and Statistical Analysis For a Metal Manufacturer,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin 21: 491-9 December 15, 1939.
36H. Van Drooge, "Orders, Inventory, Billings Unde r Automatic Control,"
Factory Management 97:56-9 June, 1939.
increased, needless overlapping of the functions of several depart-
ments was eliminated, and errors were considerably reduced. While
running a parallel manual system, 96% fewer errors were detected
in the punched card installations.
Even if no monetary savings had been possible, the firm felt the
system well worthwhile because of its speed and accuracy. The tabula-
ting department posted the ledgers also prepared labor distribution,
payroll, social security reports, expense and advertising analyses.
Rock Island and Pacific Railroad 37
Since 1937, the Rock Island Railroad had been applying modern
machine methods to its accounting and statistical work. In January,
1939, tabulating machines usage was extended to material accounting
which made a total of forty different classes of work being done
by the punched card machines.
The installation was claimed to be the largest railroad installa-
tion of accounting machines. A total of sixty-six IBM machines of
all types were in use.
Brooklyn Union Gas Compa38
550,000 accounts were handled by the Powers installation at the
Brooklyn Union Gas Company. The machinery involved included thirty-
two billing machines synchronized with punching machines, three electric
hand punches, four sorting machines, three tabulating machines and
various addressograph equipment.
37Rock Island Goes Modern in Material Accounting", Railway Ae
106 :976-84 June 10, 1939.
38"'Billing Procedure of the Brooklyn Union Gas Company," American
Gas Journal 151:15-17 December, 1939.
The data were extracted from the meter book, the bills made out
and checked on the billing machines and the cards were punched with
the identical information. Sorting and tabulating of the cards gave
the sales analyses and a tabulation sheet with all the billing data.
Evaluation of the Reports of Applications
It must be pointed out that many successful applications have obviously
not been reported in the literature, and in addition, failures of applica-
t;ions are not reported although they must surely have existed. The informa-
tion available in the literature has undergone a number of filtering processes
such as the author's impression of the important aspects of the application,
any editing by the editors of the periodical, the change of the significanee
of certain aspects with time andsfinally, the editing by this writer.
These limitations on the content on reported applications, however, certain-
ly were anticipated due to the variety of sources investigated and the
varied purposes of the reports.
Bearing in mind the limitations already mentioned in drawing case
histories from the literature, a list of desirable information that an
:ideal report of an application might contain would at least include: the
company involved; the date of the application; the purpose and a general
description o:f the new application the machines used; and the costs, savings,
and benefits associated with the new system. Only one source uncovered
in this investigation, "The Electrographic System of Trust Accounting"
by F.. A. Waite, included all the desirable information. Others ommited
one or more bits of useful information.
Still, the flavor of the times and the basic trends of development
can be discerned from this sample of applications when one is mindful of
the contemporary social and economic conditions. The influence of these
social and economic conditions could well be the subject of an entire
thesis. They will only be touched upon in this work.
CHAPTER IV
The decade, 930-1940 saw the growth of IBM, the foremost firm in
the industrr, due to its engineering development and sales leadership,
the continued development of punched card machine equipment and a broaden-
ing of their applications in the business world.
Structure of the Industry
Prior to this decade, Remington Rand(Powers) had been the leading
company in equipment development by virtue of its early introduction
of the print:ing tabulator and other auxiliary machines. During the
1930's IBM's emphasis on engineering development work began to produce
results for the company took over the leadership in equipment improvements
by introducing its complete line of alphabetic and numeric equipment,
the collator and mark sensing test scoring equipment.
The effects of the depression and the subsequent growth of the two
primary firms in the punched card industry can be seen by comparing the
net profits of IBM and Remington Rand from 1930-1940 as shown in Appendix
II. In 1930, Remington Rand's net profits were $9.7 million and IBM's
were $10.9 million, while in 1940 they were $4.9 million and $21.7 million
respectively. This great change in relative industry position of IBM's
growth from 50% to 80% of the industry can be partially attributed to the
troubles of the Remington Rand merger in a depressed economy but it was
largely due to the success of IBM's aggressive sales and engineering manage-
ment.
Machine Developments
With the introduction by IBM years after Remington Rand of its alpha-
betic and numerical tabulating system,the entire industry was offering
equipment readily applicable to many areas of accounting. The automatic
carriage enabled even more convenient use of the printing tabulator because
- 4
data could be printed on a continuous manifold paper instead of requiring
manual insertion of tabulation forms. The IBM collator, greatly facilitated
the handling of cards for it could merge or separate series of cards in-
stead of merely running and sorting cards. The wide use of interpreter
which printed on the card the information represented by its holes also
greatly facilitated card handling and enabled cards to be filed as perman-
ent records. By means of these and other developments the punched card
systems were capable of handling many accounting operations.
The continuing effort of engineering improvement applied to electrical
punched card systems by IBM led to the development of mark sensing equip-
ment. Although reports of its use were not uncovered in the 1930's, this
led to a continued investigation of electronic circuits which hak been.
IJef1l in the introduction of electronic data processing equipment.
IAplications
As the size of business continued to increase past the stage where
one or two men could keep themselves informed by personal observation and
could control by personal suggestion the operation of all phases of their
business, more records and more work became necessary because of the more
complex organizations required and because of governmental regulations.
A quantity of detail alone which precluded personal familiarity with
all parts of the business was consequently generated. It was necessary
to keep more records in order to provide for purchases, payments, collections,
expansion, and. other financial and operational needs.
Records as they developed had always included accounting procedures
among the first of the operative processes. Because of the universal need
for such records and the long period over which they had been universally
used, accounting techniques had been developed more thoroughly than statis-
tical methods. Systems for simplifying accounting records and recucing
the number necessary and increasing the ease of handling them were
applicable, while in statistical analyses the very nature of the process
required great quantities of detail that became increasingly impossible
of collection and organization by hand methods. Double entry methods
and highly standardized report forms for accounting purposes were in use
long before systematic utilization of statistical facts for formal control
,was recognized in any appreciable degree. While this development was
,occurring, all kinds of paper work were increasing in volume.
With first consideration of the use of statistical measures for
control and policy making, the need for great quantities of data was evident.
Emphasis was turning to detail on individual statistics rather than totals.
Businessmen, recognizing these facts, necessarily continued to look for
efficient means of acquiring, organizing and analyzing the data. Both
in the production of accounting records and relevant reports and in the
production or purely statistical series for analysis the punched card
method proved the best solution when the quantity of work was great.
Punched cards eliminated the need for clerical performance of great quan-
tities of irksome routine.work incident to the performance of many modern
businesses. Examples of the business areas of continued and broadening
application of punched cards included utilities, insurance companies,
laundries, railroads, banks, industrial manufacturers, department stores,
distillers and many others.
To warrant the use of punched card methods the work had to be of suffic-
ient quantity to Justify paying the charges for a complete installation
of machines or paying for the services of a service bureau which charged
by the hour or by the hundred cards.
One of the outstanding features of the punched card method was the
variety of useful reports that could be produced from one basic record.
Quite extensive analysis of sales were useful to management in forming
business judgements and regulating activities, yet the entire analysis
could be made from one record, the sales ticket. The same characteristic
was true of distribution of expenses and production control and factory
orders. A type of business needing such analysis profited perhaps more
than any other from the use of punched card methods.
Many routine office tasks such as writing checks, filling out drivers'
licenses and writing notices of insurance premium or notes due were done
by means of punched cards at the same time as making other records on
tabulating machine or at least from the cards prepared for making other
records. Payroll, with an increasing number of deductions, both voluntary
and statutory, had presented a mass of detail almost insurmountable by
hand methods and had therefore become one of the most universal problems
solved by punched cards. Cost analyses too costly to be done by hand,
detail records of, for example, automobile parts, sales and engineering
records too expensive to be profitable and too open to human error to
be usable by hand methods could be made regularly by punched card methods
in: little time. Engineering specifications, inventory, controls, produc-
tion schedules, medical and personnel records, daily reports on shipments,
daily sales analysis, immediate location of any required number of any
classification of product or personnel from a mass, or reports needed
nimmediately at the end of a manufacturing process were a matter of minutes
if cards were already punched or hours if they had to be punched for
that purpose. Accuracy was assured by verifying the punching and by
listing or tabulating for checking. Audit by means of cards was growing
in popularity because there was little chance for human error and very
small percentage chance of machine error if proper checking was done.
Many kinds of business requiring large quantities of paperwork used the
punched card method profitably.
Although punched card systems were used profitably by many kinds of
businesses, the systems possessed definite limitations which included
inefficient use of eard space for information storage, speed limitations,
the cost of verification, and cost human intervention in punching and
handling of cards. The Kaufmann Department Store experimental applica-
tion was evidence that at least some of these limitations were recognized
and attempts were being made to overcome them which brought about the
first examples of automatic "in line" data processing and work load probability
considerations in designing information systems.
Chronology of Machine and Industry Developments 1940-1950
Before presenting the pattern of development of punched cards, the
events of the decade 1940-1950 will be described in order to present
the complete picture of punched card development. The decade 1940-1950
saw the punched card industry pass through a major World War and progress
into electronic data processing systems.
1940 Remington Rand brought out a Model 3 Interpreter while
Powers-Samas introduced an interpolator and a multiple counting
machine.
1941 While Remington Rand was convertng to war production, IBM
introduced its type 416 accounting machine, a tape controlled
punch, its type 404 alphabetic accounting machine with multiple
line printing from a single card.
1942 Remington Rand inaugurated the first direct sales program
for tabulating machines.
1943 Powers-Samas introduced a cross-adding punch and all
members of the industry were highly involved with war work.
1946 IBM introduced its type 55 alphabetic verifier, the type
602 calculating punch, the type 603 electronic multiplier,
cardatype equipment, and the type 519 document originating
machine.
Samas of France introduced its "Calculatrice Samas," a
direct multiplying, adding, subtracting and dividing machine.
1948. The type 82 sorter, type 602A calculating punch, types
402 and 403 accounting machines, type 604 electronic calculator,
and the tape controlled automatic carriage were introduced by IBM.
The Powers-Samas organization formerly privately controlled
became a public corporation controlled by Vickers, Limited.
19J49 Powers-Samas presented its model 3 tabulator, a posting inter-
preter, a reproducing feature on the Uiversal Automatic Keypunch,
and a new non-listing high speed punched card adding machine.
IBM brought out its type 24 and 26 card punches, type 407 account-
ing machine, type 89 alphabetic collator, the card programmed
electronic calculator, type 101 electronic statistical machine,
the type 856 cardatype and the types 5141, 523 and 52 summary
punches.
1950 IBM presented the dual feed tape controlled carriage and its
type 56 alphabetic verifier.
Powers-Samas introduced a new 40 column (11/16"x2") card
together with a complete line of punched card equipment.
CHAPTER V
THE PATTERN OF DEVELOPMENT OF PUNCHED CADS
During the decade 1880-1890, one of the early periods in the gradual
transformation of American business from small individual enterprises
into large complex organizations, the emergence of such giants as the
Standard Oil Company and the New York Central Railroad was observed.
With this growth of business and a similar growth in the population
of the country, the need for the development of methods to handle the
information generated became an increasingly important problem.
The Bureau of the Census was greatly affected by this growth for
the poblem of information handling had reached a crisis. Existing
hand methods could not analyse the census of 1890 before the informa-
tion derived would be over ten years old. This urgent necessity and
the presence of an extremely capable statistician and inventor in the
person of Dr., Hollerith resulted in invention of the Hollerith Tabulating
System which successfully tabulated the Census of 1890 in two and a
half years.
The Hollerith System, as first invented, was only capable of tabula-
ting purely statistical information such as seen in its early applica-
tions to railroad freight and commodity statistics and vital statistic
tabulation for insurance companies.
As the advantages of the tabulating system became evident, a growing
demand was felt for the development of tabulating equipment to simplify
industrial accounting techniques which had been universally used for a
Ilong time and had been much more thoroughly developed than statistical
methods. Double entry bookkeeping methods and highly standardized
report forms for accounting purposes had been in use a long time before
systematic utilization by management of statistical facts in the control
of business became important.
Businessmen, recognising the utility of statistical analyses in
control and policy making, continued to press for efficient means of
recording, organizing and analysing data. This demand for better tabula-
ting equipment brought about improvements in the ollerith machines. This
desire for better tabulating equipment also existed in the Census Bureau
which resulted in Powers being summoned to develop a better tabulating
system. The Paowers mechanical equipment which was developed for the
census of 1910 was an improved system of tabulation. Commercial applica-
tion of this system in conjunction with the introduction by Powers of a
printing tabulating machine constituted the first major step toward the
application of tabulating systems to accounting. The completely automa-
tic Peirce system was also available at this time.
The advent of World War I brought about a tremendous demand for
tabulating equipment to handle the volume of statistics involved in
waging a war. The tabulating machine industry expanded during the war
and later was faced by a surplus of used tabulating equipment. This surplus
plus the existence of a technically more advanced competitor in the
Powers Company led to the emphasis in IBM upon engineering development
and research.
Continued improvements of equipment and the development of alpha-
betic printing tabulators by IBM and Powers during the 1920's and early
1930's led to expanded use by industry of punched card systems in account-
ing systems. One of the outstanding features of the punched card method
was the variety of useful reports that could be produced from one basic
record. Quite extensive analyses were made available to management for
forming business judgments and regulating operations.
The availability of such efficient tabulating information processing
systems brought about a recognition of the inefficiencies of other segments
of the management informational procedures and resulted in the concept
of integrated management information systems study. Audit by means of
punched cards also grew in popularity because of the small chance of
error and the facile reproducibility of the data and analyses.
Although punched card machine systems were highly efficient methods
of data processing, definite limitations of the systems were observed
during their development. Efforts were expended to overcome the neces~sty
for manual punching and verifying of cards which pointed towards completely
automatic systems of data processing.
'The continued engineering efforts of IBM in improving the electric
punched card tabulating system which in addition to aggressive sales
management, elevated IBM to a dominating position in the industry by 1940,
also began IBM's investigations into electronic calculators because of
the research in electronic circuits which went into the development of
IBM's mark sensing equipment.
The transition of data processing techniques from punched card systems
into electronic calculators, however, may be covered by more work in this
field of the development of data processing techniques.
APPENDIX I
POWERS ET PROFIT DEDUCTION
The statistics offered by the 1927 Moody's for the major components
of the Remington Rand, Inc. merger are the only available statistics
which allow an estimate of the size of the Powers Accounting Machine Company.
The approximate net profit data of the other major companies are:
Rand Kardex, Inc.
Baker Vawter Co.
Remington Rand Typewriter
Dalton Adding Machine Co.
Safe-Cabinet Co.
$1,770,000
290,000
2,795,000
290,000
-560o,ooo00 (deficit)
; 85,ooo000
The total net profit of the firms later comprising Remington Rand, Inc.
for 1925 was $6,382,000 as reported in Moody's 1930.
By difference, the net profit of the Powers Accounting Machine
Company was approximately $1,797,000.
APPEUDIX II
COMPARISON OF IBM ANID REMINGTON RAND NET PROFITS 1930-1940
The net profit figures, listed below in millions of dollars, were
taken from their respective annual reports and represent net profit
before depreciation, interest and taxes.
Remington Rand IB
· 1930 $9.72 $10,97
193:L 4. 0 11.39
1932 - 0.82 (deficit) 10.63
1.933 -0.81 (deficit) 10.07
1934 3.18 10.99
1935 3.70 12.25
1936 5.29 13.73
1937 5.92 15-73
1938 7.03 16.97
1939 3.91 18.52
190 4.93 21.66
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